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Science Matters
By DAVID SUZUKI

Uruguay’s “Poor
President” Walks the Talk
of Voluntary Simplicity

W

hen bright young idealists share their the world. Nelson Mandela is another incredible role
environmental concerns with me, I model who sets a high bar.
But something particularly unique is happening
encourage them to get involved in politics. That’s
where decisions have to be made about the severe in South America. I only recently learned of José
Mujica, a remarkable man who became president of
ecological problems we face.
Have you noticed, though, how often idealism Uruguay in 2009.
He’s a radical activist who, in the 1960s, joined the
gives way to a sense of entitlement to all the perks that
left-wing guerrilla
come with political
group
known
office? It’s amazing
Mujica receives $12,000 a month as as
Tupamaros,
how being elected
by sugarto serve the people
president but donates 90 percent of formed
cane workers and
is often turned on its
it to the poor and small businesses. students.
The
head: we’re expected
organization
to support elected
“I’m called ‘the poorest president,’ crushed after wasa
leaders
without
but I don’t feel poor. Poor people are military coup in
protest or question.
Mujica was
And what happens
those who only work to try to keep 1973.
shot six times and
to
many
who
an expensive lifestyle, and always imprisoned for 14
leave government?
years; he claims
Lucrative
board
want more and more.”
incarceration
memberships
and
solidified
his
business deals.
Some politicians take a different road, though. thinking. In 1985, constitutional democracy was
Former U.S. President Jimmy Carter stepped restored to Uruguay and Mujica was released. He
down after one term, was roundly ridiculed by ran for office and was elected president in 2009.
popular media, yet continued to dedicate his life to
promoting justice and eliminating poverty around
See SUZUKI on page 13

The Netflix of
Conscious Media
T

hink of it as the Netflix of conscious media. It even uses
the same video engine.
For $9.95 a month, with a free 10-day trial, Gaiam TV's
library of over 5000 streaming video and audio programs
covers just about every imaginable base, from alternative
spirituality and healing to environmental issues, food politics,
psychic phenomena, extraterrestrials, yoga, Pilates and, yes,
even fringe conspiracy theories (hello, David Icke). Actually,
there's a lot of fringe content, but since when was Netflix all
Downton Abbey and The King's Speech?
Depending on your sensibilities, you can revel in such
unrestrainedly new age hits as What the BLEEP Do We Know!?

Buddha on a treadmill: still from Sunrise/Sunset

See GAIAM on page 13
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Community Acupuncture Making Inroads
Winnipeg’s second clinic opens in The Exchange
hen we told you about the city's first
community acupuncture clinic last spring
W
(Wolseley's Straight to the Point Community

Acupuncture), little did we expect another would
sprout up less than a year later. This March,
licensed acupuncturist Maara Mulgrew opened
the doors of Shen Dao Community Acupuncture
at 465-70 Arthur St. in the heart of the Exchange
District.
A trend that's sweeping the West just as
acupuncture itself did 40 years ago, community
acupuncture is more like the real Chinese
experience.
“In Asia, acupuncture has traditionally been
practised in group, rather than individual settings,”
notes Mulgrew, a Winnipegger who speaks
from experience. After training in Traditional
Chinese Acupuncture (TCM) at the Acupuncture
Foundation Institute of Ireland, Mulgrew picked
up some post-graduate clinical training at the
Nanjing University of TCM in China. She then
returned to Ireland to open the emerald isle's first
community acupuncture clinic in 2008. Flash
forward and she's back to the other old sod. “I
really missed the prairies and our beautiful open
skies,” Mulgrew explains, not to mention family
Maara Mulgrew of
and friends.
Shen Dao Community Acupuncture
Because it's more economical to treat people in
a group setting (with privacy to discuss sensitive health issues), community acupuncture is more
affordable. Mulgrew's sliding scale is $25 to $45 per session. That's cheap enough for most people
to come back often enough to get the full benefit of acupuncture, which typically requires a closelyspaced series of sessions for best results.
Poking people in distal acupuncture points – below the knees and elbows, on the head and
neck, that sort of thing – means they remain fully clothed as they relax on recliners in a spacious
common room. Letting the needles do their magic (the World Health Organization recognizes
acupuncture's usefulness for a host of physical and psychological conditions) in small groups “creates
a powerful healing environment and
collective stillness that helps people feel
more relaxed, connected and deeply
supported,” according to Mulgrew. While
the Shen Dao (translation: pathway to the
spirit) clinic treats anything from asthma
to eczema, Mulgrew's particular focus
is psychobehavioural, including stress,
anxiety disorders, depression, addiction
and pain management.
To learn more or to book an appointment,
visit shendaoacupuncture.ca or call
204-887-6128.
Syd Baumel

Hollow Reed is
on the Move

H Serious structural issues at its long-time location in Wolseley helped prompt the eclectic shop
to relocate to Corydon Village, right next to another community landmark, Radiance Gifts, at 875
ollow Reed Holistic, a popular natural healing clinic and retailer, is on the move.

Corydon near Lilac Street.
“We managed to stay central, stay in the sunshine and find a bigger space to house the café we've been
dreaming of. After all, our food is our medicine!” Hollow Reed (hollowreedholistic.ca) announced.
The healing and eating centre, owned by master herbalist Chad Cornell, is aiming for a “Grand
Opening Week” beginning Saturday, June 1. “Stop in to celebrate with us,” they write, “try out one
of Nancy's bubbly elixirs, grab a snack, tea, fresh coffee, or just say hi!”

CURRENT * VIBRANT * DYNAMIC
Enlighten Up! with The Aquarian’s New Website
www.aquarianonline.com – (See Page 11 for more info)
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We All Must Idle No More
Indigenous Canadians are challenging us all to join the struggle
for an equitable and environmentally sustainable country
Indigenous Canadians have so much to teach us about
inclusion, environmental stewardship, spirituality and
social equality. So why are we resisting the call?
One explanation is that many of us believe Canada is
just fine as it is.
We Canadians typically assume we are a tolerant
multicultural society, a country where all have an
equal opportunity to succeed. Cognitive dissonance,
the defense mechanism that makes us distort or deny
the truth to preserve our self-validating beliefs, helps
us keep that myth alive. Yet the inconvenient truth
is that we are poorly educated about real Canadian
history: the shady legal deals that usurped indigenous

should remain politically autonomous. Unfortunately,
it also asserted British control over all of their land
without their knowledge or consent. This duplicity set
“... the face of the Idle No More people are you and I.
the tone for how the Crown, and eventually Canada,
The people who walk turtle island and the people who
would deal with the so-called Indian problem. In time,
walk on this earth.” – Devon Meekis, idlenomore.ca
it would result in First Nations being herded onto
reserves, legislated out of the mainstream economy
t began last November – a groundswell of indigenous
and shipped off to boarding schools, all without any
Canadian mobilization and consciousness-raising.
meaningful measure of knowledge or consent.
The Idle No More movement has since drawn
Perhaps the most obvious legacy of this dark history
nationwide attention to Indigenous Canadians' issues
is the dire situation in which many of Canada's First
and aspirations. Yet reporters, leaders, activists and
Peoples still find themselves. For instance, many
even participants struggle to define the movement or
people on First Nation reserves live without basic
outline its main goals and objectives.
amenities. Nearly one in five communities
Idle No More is not, at its core, a movement
The inconvenient truth is that we are poorly edu- is under a drinking water advisory – forced
with a definitive list of objectives. It is
to boil their tainted water for safety or,
bigger than that. It is a movement calling all cated about real Canadian history: the shady legal worse, to use expensive bottled water. Such
Canadians, Indigenous and non-indigenous
rival those in some of the world's
deals that usurped indigenous title; the subse- conditions
alike, to imagine the nation we wish to create
worst refugee camps.
together. And that necessarily begins with
In 2005, a provincial report titled First
quent abuses – from forced sterilization to resian invitation to appreciate the unique history
Nations Health and Wellness in Manitoba
and current status of Indigenous Canadians
dential schools, from treaty violations to job dis- documented the bleak statistics in our own
– First Nations, Inuit and Métis.
backyard. Among the findings:
Despite more than a hundred years of crimination and everyday racism – and on it goes.
assimilation attempts, most Indigenous
• First Nations communities have infant
Canadians remain distinct yet cut off from the wealth title; the subsequent abuses – from forced sterilization mortality rates two to three times the national
and opportunity this country easily affords others. to residential schools, from treaty violations to job average. Their residents are three times as likely to
Too often, the land and resources First Canadians discrimination and everyday racism – and on it goes.
be hospitalized due to higher rates of diseases such
lived upon sustainably for many hundreds of years
It's an ugly history. Even when we learn about it, as diabetes, circulatory and respiratory disease and
have been taken away from them or poisoned by the more shocked we are by it the more we may resist cancer. They die eight years earlier than the average
non-aboriginal society. No longer can their natural accepting it, even believing it.
Canadian.
endowment provide the security and livelihoods it
When European settlers first arrived in North
had for generations. Oil, hydro and mining projects America, the land was well populated by diverse,
• First Nations teenagers are four times as likely
in the North, for example, have generated hundreds successful and flourishing aboriginal societies. But to be injured or killed and nearly twice as likely to
of millions of dollars for Canada as a whole. Yet they because these First Nations didn't mirror European commit suicide. They are roughly half as likely to
have undermined local ecosystems, leaving indigenous values and social structures, they were regarded as graduate from high school. As adults, they have twice
communities dependent on welfare for survival.
inferior.
the provincial unemployment rate and half the income.
Canadians must reject the notion that Indigenous
King George III's Royal Proclamation of 1763 was a
peoples, with their unique connection to the land that turning point. Designed to organize Great Britain’s new
For many Canadians, the response to such depressing
sustains us, are a backwards people, and welcome empire of British North America and establish peaceful statistics is a cognitively dissonant mixture of guilt,
them on equal terms – their cultures, languages, and stable relations with its indigenous inhabitants, sympathy and blame: “But shouldn’t aboriginal people
worldviews – into a truly multicultural Canada. the proclamation recognized that Indigenous Nations take some responsibility for their situation?”
See IDLE NO MORE on page 8
By JACQUELINE T. ROMANOW, Ph.D.

I

“Survive Summer
Bug Spray”

Yoga Sandals®
Balance, align
and restructure
your body with
Yoga Sandals®!

Our New make-up line SST
is not only Paraben Free, it is
also Gluten Free, not tested on or
have any animal by products and
does not include any Talc which
dehydrates the skin.

Beat the bugs this summer!
Great for the kids!
No Chemicals! Smells Great!
Proven to be effective!
Call to order.

Aromatic Earth
Aromatherapy
204-831-7271
aromaticearth@hotmail.com
www.aromaticearth.ca
Wholesale Orders Welcome!

And to keep that skin looking even
more beautiful, our skin care
line YUM is also organic and
vegan, made from only the best
ingredients for your skin.

Buy two products, get one
FREE with this ad.

204-772-0361
128 Lipton St, Winnipeg MB
Just off of Westminister

creativelook@shaw.ca

creativelook.ca

Our feet, often
crammed into
narrow shoes,
lose the agile
mobility of
youth. We begin
walking with the
bones of our feet jammed together
and our natural balance and body
alignment is lost. Without mobility, the
bones of our feet can promote foot
disorders such as osteo-arthritis, hammertoe, bunions, and poor circulation.
Yoga Sandals® alleviate those
potential problems by spreading the
toes and retraining the feet. As the
foot bones regain mobility, balance,
body alignment, improved posture is
restored, often resulting in reductions
of leg, hip and back problems. Retail
Price $39.99.
Purchase online at

www.heathermcdermidyoga.com/sandals

or at Stride Ahead, Grant Park Shopping Centre
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plant–based

nutrispeak

Is microwaving safe?
M

any of us wonder if
microwave ovens are
sending us to the cancer
ward or creating weird
molecules in food that our
bodies can’t handle. Most
Canadian
homes
have
microwave ovens, so they
obviously have wide appeal.
But what do we know of
their health implications?
How does microwaving affect nutrients in food?
Cooking with microwaves originated when
engineer-inventor Percy Spencer was building radars
in the 1940s and found that microwaves melted the
candy bar in his pocket. Seven years later, the first
“radarange” – seven feet tall, 700 pounds – was used
at a Boston restaurant. The name was changed to
“microwave oven” and a small unit was introduced for
home use in 1967. In that era, women were entering
the workforce and timesaving kitchen devices were
welcome.
Microwaves are produced when a magnetron tube
converts an electric current to electromagnetic (EM)
radiation, similar to radio or light waves. When this
interacts with food molecules, heat is generated and
food is cooked, starting from the inside. Microwaves
can travel through glass, but are reflected from metals,
thus the oven doors have a metal screen. Conventional
cooking heats food from the outside by convection
(baking), radiation (broiling) or conduction (frying)
and the heat gradually travels inward. Microwave
ovens have a better cooking efficiency (57%) than
electric convection (17%) or gas convection (9%)
ovens.

The pluses
Surprisingly, microwave ovens cause less nutrient
destruction than the more lengthy heating processes
involved in baking, boiling or steaming. All

cooking involves loss of vitamins and protective
phytochemicals, yet among your options, microwaving
can result in minimal losses.
When food is boiled, nutrients are leached into
the water, which is often discarded. Thus boiling
vegetables can strip more nutrients than microwaving.
Protein is not damaged unless there is overcooking
and that can happen with any form of heating.
Microwave food the minimum time, with little or no
cooking water.
Compared with toasting, baking, barbequing
and frying, microwave cooking produces fewer
carcinogens such as nitrosamines or the AGEs
(Advanced Glycation End products), which give the
desired browning but are toxic.
Microwaves offer
people with limited
skills or time the
opportunity to eat
some
nutritious
meals and less junk
food.

Vesanto Melina is a B.C.-based registered dietitian
and co-author of many bestselling books on nutrition,
including Becoming Raw, Becoming Vegetarian and
Becoming Vegan. Visit her online at nutrispeak.com
and facebook.com/Nutrispeak or call 604-882-6782.

The minuses
Early microwave
ovens
leaked
excessive
EM
radiation. Today’s
versions
prevent
leakage and result
in less exposure
than people get
from cell phones.
Yet we absorb EM
radiation
from
power lines, cell
phones, airplane
flights, computers,
fridges and more.
Norbert Hankin of
the Environmental
Protection Agency
says, “The real
question remains

Photo: mikeledray

By VESANTO MELINA,
MS, RD

whether there could be cumulative effects.”
Over time, seals on microwave doors can lose
effectiveness. Exposure to radiation is highest within
two inches of the microwave so don’t stand in front
of it watching your food rotate. Place the microwave
away from high traffic areas.
Many plastics, when heated, release toxic and
hormone-disrupting compounds into the food. Don’t
microwave (or heat by other methods) food in plastic
or Styrofoam.
Microwave-free options include heating water in an
electric kettle and using a toaster oven. And leftovers
don’t always need reheating; they often taste fine
cold. For maximum nutrition, choose a raw or highraw diet.

It’s safe to take off that protective gear now, Betty and Billy!

Carol Radway, B.A.
25 Years of Experience with
Spiritual Counselling Modalities:
Feng Shui
Past Life Regressions
Parental Merging Therapy
Sufism and Channeled Readings
Chakra Readings and Healings
The Couple’s Journey

Check www.carolradway.com

Call 204-786-6585
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Whoa – There’s Coffee
Growing on my Lawn!

E – The Environmental Magazine

Make Your Garden a
Pollinator Magnet

5

You can do wild and crazy things with dandelions

By LAURA
REEVES

Dear EarthTalk: I’d like to have a garden that
'm sure my lawn has
encourages bees and butterflies. What’s the
more dandelions
best approach?
than grass. And
– Robert Miller, Bakersfield, CA there's good reason

I

A

ttracting bees and butterflies to a garden is a
noble pursuit indeed, given that we all depend
on these species and others (beetles, wasps, flies,
hummingbirds, etc.) to pollinate the plants that
provide us with so much of our food, shelter and
other necessities of life. In fact, increased awareness
of the essential role pollinators play in ecosystem
maintenance – along with news about rapid declines
in bee populations – have led to a proliferation of
backyard “pollinator gardens” across the U.S. and
beyond.

“Pollinators require two essential components in
their habitat: somewhere to nest and flowers from
which to gather nectar and pollen,” reports the
Xerces Society, a Massachusetts-based non-profit
that protects wildlife through the conservation of
invertebrates and their habitat. “Native plants are
undoubtedly the best source of food for pollinators,
See EARTHTALK on page 16

for that. Dandelions
(Ta ra x a c u m
officinalis)
are
among my favourite
and most used of the
wild edibles.
I prefer the roots
because they can
be used to make
so many delicious
things. For instance,
a simple decoction
– or light boiling –
of the fresh or dried
roots makes a fine
tonic. The taste is
subtle, but pleasing.
If you're looking
for a local, “fairtrade” substitute for
I often grind the roots slightly with a mortar and
coffee or chocolate, dandelion roots are where it's at.
pestle
before I brew them. A coffee grinder should
Roasted, the roots make a dark, delicious coffee-like
work
too.
You may then want to put the powdery
drink or cocoa substitute that contains no caffeine.
root into a cloth tea bag of some sort or a piece of
pantyhose.
Coffee and Other
Now place about 2 tbsp of the roasted root in a
Dandelion Root Beverages
medium pot of water, bring to a boil and allow to
simmer on low heat for 10 to 20 minutes. The longer
Collect some medium-sized roots (see below for the brew, the better the flavour.
best times and places to pick them). Wash in several
Once removed from heat, you can create soothing
changes of water and chop into ½-inch, approximately variations by adding wild mint or lavender leaves and
even-sized, pieces. Spread out on a cookie sheet and steeping for another 15 minutes.
roast in an oven for about two hours at 225°–250°F.
For a spicy winter drink, brew the roots with roasted
The roots will obtain their best flavour when they barley, cinnamon, cloves and black pepper. Add a
turn a rich brown and smell “just about burnt.” A splash of vanilla once removed from the heat. This
higher temperature can be used (e.g. 275°–325°), but is my version of Bengal Spice Tea made by Celestial
at these temperatures, you will run the risk of actually Seasonings®.
burning them.
See DANDELION on page 16

IVORY CLEANING COMPANY
“For us, your indoor air quality
and your health come first”
A person can live 40 days without food, 3 to 5 days without water, and only 3 minutes
without air. That same person can eat 1.5 to 3 lbs. of food per day, drink 5 to 8 lbs. of juice
and/or water and breathe 33 lbs. of air during the same period of time.”
(www.asthma.about.com)
According to these facts, your first health priority should be the air you breathe.
In Canada, we spend 80 to 90% of our time in the house.
Shouldn’t we pay a little more attention to our indoor environment?
Since 2001, we clean homes, apartments, Offices, Stores, Carpet and Upholstery with
organic cleaning and scent free products. You are free to choose your cleaning schedule:
Daily, Twice a week, weekly, bi-weekly, monthly...
At no extra cost, let us manage your furnace air filter.

Fully Bonded and Insured.

CALL TODAY FOR YOUR FREE ESTIMATE: 204-237-7017 or 204-219-6879
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Spring Clean Your Spacious Self
work, or the internal ones that
you fill up with a chattering,
worrying mind. Clearing any
thing or thought opens the
channels to that part of us that
is always clear, spacious, and
not attached – like the vast blue
sky sitting above the clouds.
So how do you release the
stuff, reduce the noise and
connect with that which makes
your heart sing?
One minute at a time – in
present time. Awareness. It
changes everything.

Clearing is not
what you think
At the heart of it, clearing is not
about tackling the unsightly
messes, the clothes that don’t
fit, the emails that invade your
inbox, the to-do lists that get
longer by the second. Clearing
is not about fixing a problem or
reaching for a solution. It is how
you relate to the experience. It
is the space between the issue
and the outcome where the
real goodies are and where the
real clearing happens. And the
best way to release what isn’t
working for you is to enter that
sometimes scary zone called
By STEPHANIE BENNETT VOGT
feeling. Feeling the overwhelm,
resistance, attachment, guilt, despair, shame…
hy is it that every spring we crawl out of Feeling it all without judging it as good or bad or
our winter caves and go into a frenzy of taking it personally.
clearing the chaos that has collected in our homes
and lives? It’s like somewhere around October we
Clutter is stuck energy; clearing
lost our way and we’re back to square one.
As I see it, spring clearing is neither. It has
it releases stuckness – for good!
nothing to do with spring, nor “getting rid of.”
Clearing our spaces is a journey that starts Moving things from one place to another – clothes
right where you are. It makes no difference if the from floor to drawer, dishes to dishwasher, attic
spaces are the external ones in which you live and treasures to Goodwill – moves stuck energy.

W

Sometimes the release of stuck energy doesn’t
feel very good (especially if the thing has been
sitting around for a while). Add mindfulness (and
subtract self-judgment) and you have just created
a gentle clearing practice that is both sustaining
and sustainable.

Put away
Take a moment to look away from your computer
screen. Do you see anything that is out of place?
If so, here’s a radical idea: just put the darn thing
away. Or take sixty seconds to move a pile from
one corner to another. Push chairs in, turn off
lights, make the bed, cap the toothpaste, lower
the toilet seat, put the books (reading glasses,
remote control) back in their home every day
for a week. What does it feel like to consciously
place one thing where it belongs?

Sweep
Is there a situation that feels unresolved? Are you
noodling on something that you can’t figure out,
doesn’t add up or make sense? Do you feel stuck,
rattled, jangled? If so, reach for your broom and
sweep for one minute today and notice what it
feels like. Sweep a floor, a room, the front steps
or cobwebs that are hard to reach. You can use
the practice of sweeping to invoke a fresh start,
anchor an intention, open a path to a solution,
cultivate mindfulness or calm the noisy mind.
Who knows, you might begin to experience a
peephole of quiet spaciousness that was not there
before.

Wash and release
In the spirit of the Japanese saying, “Let the
past drift away in the water,” wash your hands
mindfully to release the strings or attachments
of your day and/or to bring in cleansing energy.
Wash a dirty dish or two: smell the soap, feel the
cleansing warmth of the water on your hands,
gently place the clean dishes in the drainer to dry.
Slow down. Breathe. Allow.

Check out our Facebook page
for this month's promotion.

See SPACIOUS SELF on page 12

Circle Dancing

We provide high quality acupuncture and herbal
medicine treatments at affordable prices.
Community Acupuncture
conveniently located in Wolseley.

204.453.7100
sttpca.com
Now offering massage therapy 6 days a week

Inspired by various traditions
from around the world, we use
music & dance to express joy
& celebrate community, no
partner or experience needed.

Come join us in the dance.
We dance every second Sunday in
Winnipeg, every Tuesday in Gimli.

Contact Frederick:

204-389-5985
fbieber@mts.net
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Corporate GMOs Must Go
by buying from a local silo, the odds are very high
the seed will be contaminated with Monsanto genes.
This is because in farm country today GMO crops
here is something to be said in favour of genetic
predominate, and pollen commonly carries their genes
engineering. As a molecular biologist, I am certain
to non-GMO crops. The result? Almost all "nonthe development of this technology has profoundly
GMO" soy and corn and canola seed in silos today is
improved our understanding of how life works.
heavily laden with Monsanto's genes. Patented genes.
Medicine has been advanced a very great deal.
Grow them – however unintentionally – and you're in
Even genetic engineering of food crops could – with
trouble, because Monsanto pounces with a vengeance
careful safeguards – be used to benefit us all, at low
on anyone who would use its seeds without paying for
risk.
them.
But the motive behind the vast majority of GMO
Just ask Percy Schmeiser, the non-GMO seed-saving
crops makes such caution highly unlikely.
Saskatchewan farmer who lost a 5 to 4 Canadian
More aptly termed transgenically-modified
Supreme Court decision to Monsanto for saving and
organisms, GMOs (short for genetically modified
growing canola seed that had been contaminated –
organisms) are plants and animals into which genes
probably by cross-pollination from a
from very different organisms have
neighbouring farm – with Monsanto's
been artificially inserted.
Round-up
Ready
Canola
gene.
Most corn and soy grown today are
Schmeiser
didn’t
contaminate
his
own
GMOs. If we were very careful, we
fields. Nevertheless, the Supreme Court
might be able to use this technology
ruled he must pay for Monsanto's genetic
for our true benefit. We might, for
presence in his crop. So even unwanted
example, use it to overcome fungal
cross-pollination of a farmer's crops is
diseases that have plagued crops for
a profitable thing for Monsanto. What a
thousands of years, especially in the
great tool to keep farmers in line.
developing world. Success would save
South of the border, this spring
many, many lives.
Monsanto had a rider inserted into an
But attempts to use GMOs safely
essential federal budget bill. President
would require substantial safeguards
Obama had little choice but to sign it –
to make sure that the crops would not
the United States government would have
adversely affect the environment or
shut down if he didn't. Monsanto's short
human health. Programs to maintain
insert exempts it from court oversight
genetic diversity and existing strains
when its experimental GMO products are
– some of them 10,000 years old –
planted – even if the court later finds the
would be required.
crop is potentially dangerous.
Unfortunately, nothing like these
Clearly, Monsanto is trying very, very
safeguards exists today. Nor are the
hard to consolidate its power and buy
goals behind current GMO crops
The farmer who took on Monsanto: Percy Schmeiser in a field of canola.
time before its technology fails.
so laudable. Instead, in our marketIt’s scary, but there is hope – and we can
driven world, these plants have mostly
been developed to sell a specific brand of herbicide but now expressed in Monsanto's GMO corn, has help guarantee it.
and, worse, to facilitate a takeover of the food supply inevitably led to mass resistance in insects. No longer
What can we do?
by multinationals like Monsanto and a few lesser harmed by the toxin, they can feast on the corn as
competitors like Syngenta.
before.
Across North America, people are pushing for GMO
There has been very little safety oversight.
Ironically, these failures sound promising. The
labeling. Whole Foods recently announced they will
The result? The major crops grown in North America GMOs are failing. Farmers may abandon them. But the
require such labeling on everything they sell by 2018.
are now dominated by GMOs: notably, Monsanto's problem is it's very, very hard for most farmers to do
Better yet, buy organic food. Organic food is by
Roundup-ready soy and corn strains, genetically laden that now. Monsanto has taken over the bulk of the seed
definition GMO-free.
with Bt-toxin. Monsanto developed its Roundup ready supply. It's bought up most competing seed companies.
soy to help sell its already popular Roundup herbicide. Even when a farmer tries to switch to non-GMO seed
See NO GMOs on page 14

T

Farmers bought into it because, for awhile, it made
weed control easy. Most plants are killed by Roundup.
If you can spray just that one chemical and get rid of
your weeds, it saves a lot of labour.
The problem is that simply spraying the same
chemical, year in, year out, on the same land
evolutionarily selects for weeds that are resistant to
Roundup. And, sure enough, that's what's happened.
Farmers are now having to deal with superweeds
that grow despite the Roundup spraying. Monsanto's
solution? Partner with Dow and make the soy resistant
to a second herbicide to take out the new superweeds
– the new addition to the Roundup formula being a
component of the infamous Agent Orange.
In the same way, Bt toxin, originally from bacteria

Photo: © RLA Foundation, rightlivelihood.org

By DAVID STEELE, Ph.D

3141 Portage Ave.

Call 204.889.9089

www.sundragonstudios.ca
Specializing in: massage therapy * doula services
* reflexology * reiki * craniosacral therapy * infant massage classes

Celine Downs, reflexologist/reiki therapist
Bonnie Leon, reiki master
Karen Bilous, doula/prenatal massage therapist

cell: 510-7339
phone: 889-9089
cell: 612-0581

Jackie Clark, therapeutic massage therapist

phone: 889-9089

Jeanine Piche, therapeutic massage therapist

phone: 889-9089

Christine Chisholm, craniosacral therapy/infant massage
cell: 230-4523
Steve McClelland, therapeutic massage therapist phone: 889-9089
Melody Titus, therapeutic massage therapist

phone: 889-9089

Marne Feldman, therapeutic massage therapist

phone: 889-9089
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IDLE NO MORE continued from page 3

Taking Responsibility

www.aquarianonline.com
When we see Idle No More demonstrations on our
streets and on the news, we should ask ourselves,
“When I was 17, what would it have taken for me to
journey 1600 kilometres by foot in a Canadian winter
to deliver a message to Ottawa?” This is literally
what six audacious and inspirational Cree youth
from northern Quebec – led by a 17-year-old, David
Kawapit Jr. and an adult guide, and joined by nearly
300 more “Nishiyuu Walkers” along the way – did this
winter in one of many manifestations of the grit and
determination of the Idle No More movement.
These peaceful flag-bearers for social and
environmental justice are taking responsibility for their
future and ours. Confidently standing up in front of
all Canadians, they are speaking truth to power about
what has happened, what is still happening and what
will happen if we don't change our ways.
Indigenous Canadians like these are some of the only
Canadians paying attention to the shocking dismantling
of Canadian democracy and environmental protection
laws under the Conservative majority government of
Stephen Harper. Hundreds of legislative changes in

be destroyed and the impact this can have on future
generations. Idle No More is determinedly sharing this
knowledge with us.
Yet many of us are not listening. We are still looking
for reasons to ignore the voice of Indigenous Canada.
When that voice calls out to our conscience, we look
for distractions. “The reserves are mismanaged,” we
protest. “Their problems are their own fault.” Just look
at the comments posted under any online news story
that touches First Nations issues.

Photo: Paul McKinnon

Taking responsibility is exactly what Idle No More
aims to do, although it may not be exactly in the way
non-aboriginals and the Canadian government would
have in mind. This is because few non-aboriginal
Canadians have real insight into the root cause of these
problems.
It is hard to be a proud, strong community when your
lands have been taken away, your culture ridiculed and
Corruption and Mismanagement –
your ability to govern yourselves and make responsible
Look Who's Talking
decisions for your community's future undermined by
the Indian Act. Change is desperately needed, but within
Running successful, well-managed reserves in isolated
First Nations' communities, education, confidence
regions with weak economic bases, as is so often the
and courage are needed to reject the Indian Act and
case, is no easy task – perhaps an impossible task,
move forward. Trust is also necessary. Canadian and
under current political conditions.
Indigenous governments must begin a relationship
More to the point, mismanagement is no more
that is built on trust and mutual respect. An access
prevalent in Indigenous communities than in nonto information revelation this April about Stephen
indigenous ones. Mismanagement is practically
Harper's agenda as his government entered formal
encouraged by the Indian Act, which requires First
discussions with Idle No
Nations governments to be
More
representatives
financially accountable to
this January completely
the federal government
undermines
that
but not to their own
possibility.
In
a
citizens.
private memo, Harper
The ironic truth is
told his ministers to
that when it comes
focus on “removing
to
corruption
and
obstacles
to
major
mismanagement,
First
economic development
Nations have much to
opportunities” on reserve
learn from the very
lands, rather than actually
same
non-indigenous
listening to what the
government that oversees
representatives had to say.
them.
Idle No More must
Right now, a campaign
focus on building up the
worker for the federal
morale – the pride – of
Conservative Party is in
its own people, its youth,
court taking the heat for
and the community's
the infamous robocall
dreams for the future.
scandal of the 2011
And it is beginning to
election. This nationwide
in a small, but very real
voter
suppression
way by drawing much
campaign helped Stephen
needed attention to the
Harper win a majority
long-term repercussions
government with less
of the Harper agenda for
than 40 percent of the
all Canadians, not just
popular vote. Earlier in his
Nishiyuu Walkers take message to Parliament. Leader David Kawapit Jr. holds banner (right).
Aboriginals.
Infused
tenure, Harper prorogued
with the energy, ideas
Parliament merely to
and determination of Indigenous women and youth recent omnibus bills are eroding the safeguards of our evade democratic accountability. His government is
(who, for centuries, have been without any discernible way of life.
the only in Canadian history to be found in contempt
voice in Canadian society), Idle No More is focusing
Indigenous Canadians know only too well how of Parliament. His government's passage last year of
our attention on how federal legislation is destroying Canadian governments can be unethical and destructive, United States Congress-style omnibus bills, which
environmental protection laws and First Nations land especially when it comes to families, communities and inherently undermine our parliamentary democratic
ownership.
the preservation of natural resources. People living process, was the very spark that ignited Idle No More.
This is what taking responsibility looks like.
on the land know how quickly the environment can
See IDLE NO MORE on page 15
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Laura Reeves, Botanist
• Consulting (Botanical Surveys, Useful Plants) • Courses &
Workshops (Wild Edibles, Wilderness Skills) • Presentations
• Guided Walks • School Programs • Herbal Medicine Gathering

Box 65
Gardenton, MB
R0A 0M0

(204) 425-3520
info@psbotanicals.com
www.psbotanicals.com

Suite 207 | 1345 Pembina Hwy | 204. 997. 8269 | wbporter@telus.net

Healing Hands
Massage - Reiki Reflexology - Manual
Lymph Drainage,
Mobile
Gerry Agostini
For an appointment
contact: 204-284-5359

Suzanne Rivard

-C
e -A ll o me
W H o me

Starwalker Studios

Advice from the Ascended Masters
Tarot Card Readings
Psychometry

Clarity Coach | Facilitator | Speaker
204.808.8078

Body, Mind, & Spirit
Therapist / Consultant / Teacher
Life Style Consultant

JILLIAN

Spiritual Medium / Psychic
Phone readings & Home Parties

Get your FREE
Clarity Strategy Session
today at
www.SuzanneRivard.com

Cynthia M. Jones

1- 204-231-4945
starwalkerstudios@gmail.com

204-391-2078
weallcomehome@gmail.com
www.weallcomehome.com

WWW.TAROTBYSTARWALKER.COM

Tarot, Psychic Readings,
Hypnosis, E.F.T.,
Consultant,

Circular

u Styl Taiji

“An Ancient Art for Modern Life”

Improve Balance, Concentration
Co-Ordination & Reduce Stress

Classes available.
Doctorate in Clinical Hypnotherapy

Catherine (Cathy) Holmes
(204) 888-7053
Come learn in a beautiful farm  setting
just 40 minutes north of Winnipeg:

W;c@@@@2@DW;c@@@@@@@@@@D
How to build
a COB OVEN

June 29 & 30

&

Register NOW by visiting

PERMACULTURE
for the Canadian Flatlands
July 19, 20 & 21

nourishedroots.ca/workshops

nourished
roots

Maharishi Mahesh Yogi’s
Transcendental Meditation
Chaya Green

Certified Teacher of TM

204-221-5378
www.maharishi.ca/winnipeg.php

Susan Nash
(204) 896-9174

Tai Chi & Qigong
Group Rates Available

greyowl5 @ yahoo.com

WINNIPEG AYURVEDIC CENTRE INC.

Shiro Dhara
Stress
Management

Ayurvedic
Supplements

Joint & Pain
Management

204-295-4846

Ayurvedic
Massage
Abhyanga

drrairanjit@yahoo.com
www.winnipegayurvediccentre.ca

Remember to LIKE us on Facebook: facebook.com/AquarianNewspaper
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resources

C R Y S T A L S, P R O D U C T S & S H O P S
Over 4000 pieces of jewellery

Aromatherapy, incense, books

1000’s of crystals & stones

Cards, journals, sacred objects

Fossils, amber, wands, candles

Crystal bowls, chimes, Feng Shui

Relaxation & meditation music,

Goddesses, angels, fairies, Wicca

204-284-4231
7-875 Corydon Ave.
Between Lilac & Wentworth

www.radiancegifts.com

Massage Therapy & Wellness Centre
Reflexology • Craniosacral Therapy • Reiki
Massage Therapy: Hot Stone, Deep Tissue & Relaxation
koitherapy@yahoo.ca • 204-952-7440 • 1117 Corydon Ave, Winnipeg, MB

EDUCATION
The Magic of Body-Mind Communication©

Unit 4: “The Language of the Hands”
Unit 5: “Emotional Anatomy”
Professional and Personal Growth Courses
Unit 6: “Practitioner Certification”
Each of the following empowers the creation of an
understanding of the true identity of self and others.
This gives each person a greater opportunity for
For further information:
more sensitive communication and understanding of
Monique L. Dorge BHEc, BEd
each other, to create a better, more productive and
Diploma of Teaching
Every word we speak and every feeling or thought we progressive worldly existence.
Psychosomatic Therapy
have is a voice within us trying to tell us something. Unit 1: “Psychosomatic Breakthrough”
We need to learn to listen to these messages of Unit 2: “The Art of Reading Faces”
communication within our own body-mind to understand Unit 3: “Body-Mind Analysis”
204-254-8563 • hunakane@shaw.ca • www.holisticpractitionersnetwork.com
ourselves.
The Language of Body-Mind communication is universal.
It is the Soul communicating its experience of what it is
like to be in a Human body. This ‘ language’, through body
chemistry, recognizes no nationality or doctrine. It only
seeks to impart Love, Compassion and Understanding to
be experienced as a Good Healthy Life.©

August 7 to 30, 2013, Professional Life Mastery:
This sixteen day course will teach powerful skills to
totally transform your thinking, your behaviour, your
relationships and your career. Deepen your ability
to create deep level change for yourself and others,
discover how to use the Mind/Body connection,
assist yourself and others to connect with their
deepest potential, change limiting beliefs and values.
Anyone who knows NLP and has taken training

with John Tozeland, can appreciate his mastery and
effectiveness. John’s accelerated teaching techniques
are enhanced in this two week seminar format.
Become a Master Hypnotherapist, a Master
Practitioner of NLP, and a Master Time Line
Therapy™ Practitioner. To be held at the Nova
Holistic Centre at 202-1345 Pembina Hwy. $2395.00
if paid in advance, $2595 if paid over time plus GST.

October 6 to 11, 2013: Shamanic Healing Retreat
at Faloma Beach, Falcon Lake. Sacred Ceremonies
and Shamanic Healing have been performed by our
ancestors since the beginning of time. John Tozeland
will be offering this six day intensive featuring a vegan
diet, in addition to learning many of the ancient practices
of Hawaiian Huna, you will learn many other ancient
practices, rituals, & meditations, healing in Body,
Mind and Spirit. We will be experiencing the wisdom

of many masters, Depak Chopra, Tom Kenyon, Gregg
Braden and Drunvallo Melchezedek, to name a few. A
major focus will be on connecting with the 5 elements
& healing with sound. $895 if paid in Advance $995 if
paid over time plus GST. Room and Board included.
There is limited space, a $100 non-refundable deposit is
required to hold a spot for you.

Please call:
John
Tozeland:
204 229-5734
tozeland@trance-action.com
www.trance-action.com
Please call:
John
Tozeland:
204 229-5734

tozeland@trance-action.com
www.trance-action.com

SPIRITUALITY

Keepers of the
SANCTUARY
Are you looking for a
SPIRITUAL COMMUNITY?

Services held at 10:30
a.m., 1st and 3rd
Sundays of the month
(Closed July & August)

We are an inclusive
group of Light-minded
individuals seeking
personal and planetary
evolvement through
peace, love & harmony.

We offer regular Group
Meditations - Thursday
evenings 7:30-9:30 p.m.
•Crystal Bowl Healings
•Equinox & Solstice events
•Drumming Circle

Keepers of the
SANCTUARY
3rd Floor St. Norbert Arts Centre
100 Rue de Ruines de Monastere
St. Norbert, MB

Phone message: 204-231-3499
www.keepersofthesanctuary.com

We are a Spiritualist Church following The Seven Principals as acknowledged by
The Spiritualist Church of Canada. Our church is based on healing.
All Message Sunday: June 16, 2013

(204) 390-6609

$5.00 at the door

Refreshments after the service

spiritualist.of.light@gmail.com

The Sunova Centre ~
West St. Paul Rec. Centre
(North perimeter between
Main and McPhillips)

(204) 338-5505

Serving the Spiritual Community in
Winnipeg for over 20 years!

Sunday evening service 7 – 9 p.m.
June 16: All-Message and Drumming Service $5.00

We are a non-denominational fellowship of
like-minded individuals, based on the Seven
Principles of Spiritualism, honoring all cultures
and spiritual teachings. Our Spiritualist
Mediums provide proof of survival of spirit.

204-222-0071 ~ rimack@mts.net
www.spiritualistfellowshipchurch.org
Find us on Facebook: Spiritualist Fellowship Church Inc
300 Arlington Street near Portage Ave (Unity Church)
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Vibrant • Dynamic • Current

Welcome to The Aquarian Online
By Susan Hurrell,
Online Editor
I’ve been a faithful Aquarian
reader since the days of The New
Age Connection, and was thrilled
when Kristi (The Aquarian’s
publisher) asked me to be part
of the team that evolved The
Aquarian website. Our shared
goal is to create a second place for Aquarian readers
to find the kind of articles they are looking for, and
to be a more responsive space for community news,
events, and issues that have not been able to be part of
the Aquarian message due to the quarterly nature of
the print edition.
Send us your ideas for stories - tell us your news get your events in the calendar - we want to provide
a hub for people who want to / need to know what is
happening in the Aquarian community in Manitoba
and beyond.
The new online slogan “Enlighten Up” truly
captures the essence of all things Aquarian. Our
readers span all demographics of age, politics, faith,
and heritage. Our purpose is to bring you inspiration,
encouragement, enlightenment, to challenge your
ways of thinking, to widen the doors of perception,
and to help you connect to others who can provide you
with the goods and services you are interested in. We
are grateful to our advertisers who use this vehicle
(both print and online) as their way of reaching their
audience. Thank you for
sticking with us over the
years.
The
new
Aquarian
Online will bring some new
voices to the discussion,
and we are always looking
for new writers, reviewers,
and deep thinkers. We’ve
facebook.com/
added some columns we
AquarianNewspaper hope you will enjoy, some
by famous voices, others by
local contributors, with a few emerging talents who
have so much to share. We invite your comments,
and your participation on our social media channels
(Facebook, Twitter). The immediacy of the web
allows us to be more current in our content, with the
goal of publishing at least one new item per week often more. Tell us how we can better serve you, as
the journal of alternative
thought.
Our print edition, in
the masterful hands of
editor Syd Baumel will
continue to be produced
quarterly. With 20 years
of history behind it, the
print Aquarian continues
Twitter:
to build its readership
@AquarianOnline
and is a fixture in our
community. Online, we
want to build on that solid foundation, and expand
our reach into the next generation of Aquarian
readers, who find their information almost exclusively
online. Like the waters being poured from cup to cup
in the Temperance card of the Tarot, which represents
Aquarius, we hope our readers flow from print to web
page to print to web page in fluidity, back and forth,
and find what is needed to help them truly “Enlighten
Up” their lives.

Body, Mind, Spirit,
Planet - Aquarian
Online articles fall
into one of four
very large general
categories. “Body”
contains all the
articles
related
to
alternatives
in healing therapies, food, diet and physical
health. “Mind” speaks to articles that make us
think, or help us understand our mental or emotional
responses to the world, and present new ideas and
concepts from some deep thinkers on a variety
of topics. “Spirit” encompasses all the various
aspects of the “unseen world” across many different
traditions and faith paths. “Planet” is for articles
about the environment, nature, and activism around
food issues. Some of our articles can fall into more
than one category, so this gives you, the reader, a
starting point to find both old and new articles of
interest to you by searching any of these categories.

The Mindful Diner
Today’s hectic pace means that we are eating out
more often. For those of us who make food choices
based on personal ethics, politics, or health reasons,
eating out can be full of conflicts. Those of us who
want to eat healthfully or mindfully for the most part
simply want to enjoy our meal knowing we can make
safe food choices without making a fuss or playing
20 questions with the staff and annoying our fellow
diners.
To make the best choice they can, The Mindful Diner
wants to know as much as they can before they pick
their restaurant, and checks out the web and social
media. They want to read a menu, understand their
options, make their choices and enjoy their meal,
often with friends. They might enjoy a cocktail, a nice
glass of wine, and maybe even a decadent dessert –
especially if the chocolate is fair trade!

Nutrispeak
“We are what we eat”
- so the more informed
we are about healthy
food
choices,
the
better choices we can
make. Sometimes we
need solid information
to debunk trends and
myths. Our Nutrispeak
column can provide
some insight on healthy eating, food trends and
alternative dietary choices. Nutrispeak writer British
Columbia dietitian Vesanto Melina is the co-author
of many classics in vegetarian and vegan nutrition,
including Becoming Vegetarian, Becoming Vegan,
Becoming Raw and The Raw Food Revolution Diet.

The Doctor Game
Dr. Gifford-Jones may be a familiar name to many
of you as he is one of the leading syndicated medical
writers in Canada, who brings a fresh and balanced
perspective to the intersection of alternative and
allopathic medicine. We hope our readers enjoy these
two highly respected and occasionally controversial
columns.

Science Matters
Dr. David Suzuki needs
no introduction to our
readers as he is one of the
most famous of Canadian
voices advocating for
environmental activism
and
responsible
/
sustainable living. We
are pleased to carry his
syndicated column.

From the Heart Alan Cohen
A familiar read for our print
readers, we are pleased to
include Alan Cohen’s column,
From the Heart as one of our
regular columns. Alan is the
author of 24 inspirational
books and cd’s, and is one of
the most popular contributors
to the Chicken Soup for the
Soul series.

COMMUNITY
& EVENTS
This is where we believe The Aquarian Online can
serve the community best. Our goal is to be the “goto” place to find out what is happening around town
that is of interest to the Aquarian community. From
concerts to workshops, from retreats to lectures, from
book launches to drumming circles - if you have an
event you want to publicize, we hope you will list it
with us. And if you want to know what’s going on in
town and beyond, we want you to be able to find events
and activities
that are of
interest to you.
The Out &
About column
will
present
different events,
businesses or
personalities
that
are
happening in our community that we think are
of particular interest. See who’s there and what’s
happening.
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SPACIOUS SELF continued from page 6

Choose ease
Ease. For such a little word, it lingers and expands
if you say it out loud. With very little effort, it
works magic on your nervous system. Try it now:
stop, take an easy breath in and repeat the phrase
"I choose ease.” Anytime you notice yourself
feeling overwhelmed, jangled or ill at ease, simply
repeat the phrase for one minute and notice the
quality of your breathing (is it shallow… is it
full?) before, during, and after doing this practice.

Clear for one minute

Detach
There are the obvious external clues of clearing
success, of course: an emptier bookcase, a new
love interest, a job offer. But what about the
internal markers? How spacious and detached and
present can you be when the next family reunion
rolls around? Or a child becomes seriously ill?
The next time you notice yourself feeling rattled
or your buttons getting pressed, take a breath and
replace the personalizing "I am..." or "I have..."
thoughts with the more neutral declarative:
"This is..." For example, "I'm worried" would be
"This is worry," "I have a headache," would be
"This is a headache.” Notice if this simple daily
practice helps you become more of an observer
of the emotional “weather” instead of being the
weather.

exercise especially when you feel down or hopeless.
See if by shifting the focus onto the idea of having
rather than lacking you observe something you had
not noticed before. If this exercise brings up some
resistance, take it as a sign to stop, feel and observe
the emotional weather without doing anything to
fix or manage it.

Pause for Joy
Joy is contagious, very attractive and the best
beauty treatment around. If you want to support
yourself in feeling lighter, do one small thing every
day that makes your heart sing (read: love madly),
activates your senses and feels good. Laugh out
loud to get the energy flowing. Lightening up
creates powerful chemicals in the brain that reduce
stress; it opens up new channels and possibilities
for change. The lighter you become, the lighter you
attract. It’s as simple as that.

Declutter a purse, a wallet, a drawer. Throw out a
pencil nub, outdated bulletin board flyers, lifeless
food item from the freezer. Recycle a newspaper,
magazine or catalogue. Clap, rattle or ring a bell
Be grateful
to clear stuck energies and/or to prepare a space
for something new. Make a list of things or issues What are you grateful for? Take one minute to
Start over (… and over)
that weigh you down on a piece of paper and burn stop, breathe and express gratitude for your life,
your home, your body and your world. Practise this How’s it going? Do you feel the same as you did
it – with gratitude.
before scrolling through this series of messages?
Adopt any one-minute practice into your daily
life, every day for a week or longer, and watch
try a Body craft for:
what happens. You may notice that your buttons
Birthday party activity, Spa bridal party evening,
don’t get pressed as much. You may even feel
Gift giving & Environmentally healthy alternatives.
inexplicably happy for no particular reason.
Remember, consistency, not quantity, is the key to
Now stockiNg:
freedom and lasting change. Over time you might
begin to notice new habits of clearing arising
Essential Oils, Carrier Oils, Fragrance Oils, Melt & Pour bases, Lye,
naturally without the need to “do” or fix anything!
Botanicals & Clays, Floral Waters, PH Test Strips, Loofahs & More
Make your own soap, bath & body oils, lip balms, aromatherapy blends,
and homemade cleaners. Always wanted to try soap making or a body
craft but didn’t know where to start? we can help!
Visit us at www.virginiasoap.com and check out our line of supplies
awaiting your imagination.
Need a supply not listed? Need a bit of advice?
contact us at soap-deli@shaw.ca or 204.414.9274

Fresh • Natural • Virginia’s

New Location With Cafe!
875 Corydon Ave

Quality Natural and Herbal Remedies
*Bulk herbs *Foods *Essential oils *Carrier oils
*Flower essences *Natural skin and body care *Three
Winds Spa supplies *Organic tinctures *Homeopathic
remedies *Natural supplement line

Holistic Services and Education
*Consultations *Meditation *Holistic Therapies
*Customized Natural Perfumes
*Medicinal Plant Walks *Courses

204-786-0820
info@hollowreedholistic.ca

www.hollowreedholistic.ca

Stephanie Bennett Vogt is New England’s leading
space clearing expert and the author of Your Spacious
Self: Clear The Clutter and Discover Who You Are.
She brings over 35 years of experience to SpaceClear,
a teaching and consulting practice she founded in
1996 to help homes and their occupants come into
balance. Stephanie shares her unique perspectives on
simplifying, personal reinvention and letting go as a
course contributor for DailyOM and a blogger for the
Huffington Post. Learn more at spaceclear.com.
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GAIAM continued from page 1
and Zeitgeist: Moving Forward or draw more grounded
sustenance from the likes of Ram Dass and the Dalai
Lama. Just about every guru and icon is here, whether
interviewed, lecturing or a documentary subject,
including Deepak Chopra, Eckhart Tolle, Wayne Dyer,
Jack Canfield, Don Miguel Ruiz (Sr. and Jr.), Marianne
Williamson, Alan Cohen, Stanislav Grof, Jean Houston,
Robert Thurman, Alan Watts – even Aleister Crowley
(the subject of a 2-hour documentary) and Howard Zinn
and Noam Chomsky (among the roster of mega-minds
interviewed in Tom Shadyac's I Am (the Documentary)).
There also are plenty of popular feature-length films,
including Thrive, Happy, Kumaré. PLANEAT and
Conversations with God.
Technically, Gaiam TV (a venture of the online retailer
gaiam.com) isn't up to Netflix standards. Although it
uses the same video engine (Silverlight; Flash is an
option in user settings), there's no option to select video
quality. On my computer, which easily streams in HD
on Netflix, Gaiam's streaming video never came close
to HD quality, even on recent feature films. Instead it
always appeared to top out in the DVD range (480p)
– definitely watchable, but not dazzling. Also unlike
Netflix, when you return to a video, Gaiam TV doesn't
remember where you left off. And while the service has
a dedicated app for some Sony DVDs and Roku, apps
for other devices were still at the "coming soon" stage
early this May.
Getting back to documentaries about icons, the
Russian-made Sunrise/Sunset is a unique, almost
cinema verité day-in-the-life of the Dalai Lama. This is
not your typical Dalai Lama flick, whether it's watching
His Holiness start his day on a treadmill sporting a wiseguy white undershirt or channel surfing during a break.
Eventually he lands on an interview of himself on the
BBC and what does he do? Break up with laughter, of
course.
There are more than enough unexpected delights like
these to keep conscious media connoisseurs glued to
Gaiam TV well beyond the free 10-day trial. See for
yourself at gaiamtv.com.
Syd Baumel
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Four Tips to Find – and Keep – Happiness
Gleaned from Happy, a feature-length documentary available on Gaiam TV

H

appiness, or the lack thereof, lies at the root of
what makes life meaningful. But figuring out
what exactly constitutes happiness, especially in a
culture like ours that tends to conflate money with
meaning, proves to be elusive. It's not enough, the new
documentary Happy suggests, to just be able to pursue
happiness – you need to have the chops to capture it.
As part of Gaiam TV’s Happiness Collection,
Academy Award Nominated Director Roko Belic
tells the story of happiness from all angles, including
into his artful mashup snippets
from scientists, spiritual leaders,
positivity psychologists, and
arguably the most compelling,
ordinary people grappling with
their own lot in life. In their
heartfelt narratives, they explore
how their own lives prove fertile
ground to test, and revise,
definitions of happiness.
Belic did his due diligence in
terms of research. In collecting
over 400 hours of footage from
all over the world, ranging from a
surfer hotspot in Brazil, the slums
of India, cohousing in Denmark,
the frenetic pace of industrial
Japan, to the insulated world of
Bhutan, Belic's film carries a
convincing breadth and depth.
This is not the mere woo-woo
stuff of affirmation, but a moving
explanation of how to nurture our own capacity to be
happy.
The film begins by introducing the notion that
our happiness stems from a mash-up of genetics,
life circumstances and plenty of wiggle room. That
substantial third slice suggests we are inherently
equipped to choose happiness, not just wish for it.

SUZUKI continued from page 1

And what a politician! He’s a vegetarian who
lives in his wife’s ramshackle farmhouse where
they work together in the fields growing flowers.
He turned down the opportunity to move into the
presidential palace in Montevideo, preferring to
stay on the farm, which is linked to the capital
city by a dirt road. Under Uruguay’s law, elected
officials must declare their personal wealth. In
2010, Mujica’s was $1,800, the value of the 1987
Volkswagen beetle he drives. When he added a
share of his wife’s assets – her house, land and
tractor – it brought his declared family wealth to
$215,000.
Mujica receives $12,000 a month as president
but donates 90 percent of it to the poor and small
businesses. “I can live well with what I have,” he
says. “I’m called ‘the poorest president,’ but I don’t
feel poor. Poor people are those who only work to
try to keep an expensive lifestyle, and always want
more and more.”
He added, “This is a matter of freedom. If you don’t have many possessions then you
don’t need to work all your life like a slave to sustain them, and therefore you have more
time for yourself. I may appear to be an eccentric old man....But this is a free choice.”
Mujica attended Rio+20, the United Nations Conference on Sustainable Development,
in June 2012, where he stated: “We’ve been talking all afternoon about sustainable
development – to get the masses out of poverty. But what are we thinking? Do we want the
model of development and consumption of the rich countries? I ask you now: What would
happen to this planet if Indians would have the same proportion of cars per household as
Germans? How much oxygen would we have left? Does this planet have enough resources
so seven or eight billion can have the same level of consumption and waste that today is
seen in rich societies? It is this level of hyper-consumption that is harming our planet.”
Mujica says most world leaders have a “blind obsession to achieve growth with
consumption, as if the contrary would mean the end of the world.”
He’s hit a bit of a bump in popularity, dropping below 50 per cent for refusing to veto
a bill legalizing abortion before 12 weeks (as all his predecessors did) and supporting
a debate on legalization of marijuana use that would give the state a monopoly over its
trade. Mujica points out: “Consumption of cannabis is not the most worrying thing; drugdealing is the real problem.”
Mujica isn’t worried about the drop in popularity. It’s part of politics, and besides, he’s
77 and can’t run again in 2014. He’s a good role model with wise, enduring values, and an
inspiration for people around the world.
Learn more at www.davidsuzuki.org.

Here are four tips from the film to develop a happiness
skillset. And while results may vary, watch for these
telltale signs to make sure you are on the right track:
absorption, a sense of something budding in your chest
and an increased interest in cooperation.
Practise random acts of kindness. One of the film's
main takeaways is to get off the “hedonistic treadmill”
of material desires and onto the more solid footing of
compassion, cooperation and service. Extend kindness
in ever-widening circles and notice how it often comes
back, twofold.
Claim your community. All your
relations, family, friends, coworkers,
neighbours and community have
a huge impact on your happiness.
Prioritizing these relationships and
devoting time for social bonding lies
at the essence of our humanity. A
healthy sense of community and a
caring social network may be one of
the best indicators of happiness.
Find your fulfillment. Lose
yourself in some absorbing activity,
such as gardening, dancing, music or
whatever your vocation; this ability
can offer you a sense of complete
fulfillment.
Appreciation,
appreciation,
appreciation.
Money
buys
happiness, right? Wrong. The
film conveys that true happiness
stems from genuine gratitude for
all that you do have and a willingness to express that
appreciation. Counting your blessings is a great way to
shift the focus from what you don't have to what you do.
You can watch Roko Belic’s feature-length
documentary Happy for free by registering for
GaiamTV's free 10-day trial at gaiamtv.com.
Review courtesy of Gaiam TV
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Banana Ice Cream That’ll
Make Your Friends Swoon
(And good for you, too.)

A chilling, thrilling recipe from Nourished Roots.

O

ur almost thirteen-year-old had
friends sleep over the other
night. We generally try not to be too
weird and embarrass him by serving
kombucha, homemade almond milk
and the like (though a few friends
have really enjoyed kombucha).
After reluctantly buying a few
“healthy” convenience foods for
them at our local health food store,
I came home to him begging me to
make homemade ice cream with
frozen bananas!
Looks like some of our weird
foods are actually cool, even by
teenage standards.

Homemade ice cream is a yearround treat in our home. In fact,
we’ve been known to eat it for
breakfast now and then, much to our
kids’ delight. Frozen bananas, nuts
and seeds, coconut oil or coconut
butter – it’s all good stuff. Let me
just add that I don’t only make this
for kids – I’ve made it on evenings
spent visiting with good friends, and
they swoon over it every single time.
For adults you can add some extra
special ingredients like coffee or a
liqueur.

How to make frozen
banana ice cream
1. Peel and freeze
bananas. We are fortunate
enough to score these at
our local health food store
already peeled and frozen.
They had the bright idea
to rescue bananas on the
tail-end of their edible lives
by peeling, bagging and
freezing them to sell at a

great price. If you aren’t so lucky,
you can simply peel your bananas,
lay them on a baking tray and pop
them in the freezer. Once frozen,
seal them in a freezer bag and they
will be handy for homemade ice
cream and other frozen desserts.
2. Add milk of your choice to the
blender or food processor. If you're
using a high powered blender or
a good food processor, you won’t
necessarily need to add any liquid
to your ice cream. You can add
dairy like whipping cream, cream
or milk, or an alternative milk such
as almond, coconut, or hemp. Once
you figure out what your blender
is capable of, you’ll find the right
ratio of liquid to frozen banana. The
ice cream shown in the pic here is
actually a lot more like soft serve
because I added too much whipping
cream. We like when we get it nice
and firm, more like hard ice cream.
We often start with no liquid and
only add a tiny bit if needed to help
the blender along.
3. Slice the frozen bananas and
toss them in the blender.
4. Add your optional ingredients:
• cacao or cocoa powder
• nuts

•
•
•
•
•
•

seeds
coconut butter
shredded coconut
vanilla
dried or fresh fruit
peanut butter or other nut butters
5. Blend.

6. Scoop out using an ice cream
scoop. Add toppings as desired and
enjoy!
Kris Antonius is passionate about
growing and eating good food
with her husband and children.
The family's latest adventure is the
Nourished Roots Family Farms
(a 320-acre Interlake farm and
reskilling site) and nourishedroots.
ca where you can find more recipes
and DIY natural living solutions.

NO GMOs continued from page 7

If
you
must
buy
conventionally
grown
crops, buy those that are not
genetically modified. Peas,
for example, are unlikely to
be GM; conventional corn
probably is. This fact sheet
from the Center for Food
Safety will help you find
GMO-free foods: www.
center for foodsafety.org /
fact-sheets/1974/true-foodshoppers-guide-to-avoidingOrdinary peas are unlikely to be GM.
gmos.
Write your MP, the Prime Minister and the Agriculture Minister. Tell them that
you want GMO labeling and strict regulation.
Let your local supermarket manager know that you’re
not buying GMOs. If we all do this, the supermarkets
will respond.
We can push back. We can prevail.
Photo: adamr - freedigitalphotos.net

By KRIS ANTONIUS

David Steele is a molecular biologist at the University of
British Columbia and President of Earthsave Canada.
Friend Earthsave on Facebook at facebook.com/
earthsavecanadafriends for an outstanding news feed on
living the ecologically examined life.
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IDLE NO MORE continued from page 8
As for financial mismanagement, over the past
two years Canada's parliamentary budget watchdog
and auditor general have independently documented
how the Harper government lowballed to Canadian
voters – by at least $10 billion dollars – the enormous
cost of its F-35 jet procurement program. The
real numbers were kept in a separate, secret set of
books. In another report to Parliament, the auditor
general found that during the Harper government’s
billion dollar spending spree for the G8 and G20
summits in Toronto, rules were broken and protocols
ignored. Among the embarrassing revelations: a $50
million dollar infrastructure project to reduce border
congestion was awarded to Conservative MP Tony
Clement’s Parry Sound-Muskoka riding. The riding
is nowhere near the border.

Harper's Ominous Omnibus Bills:
the Spark that Ignited Idle No More
For First Nations activists, the Conservative
government's omnibus bills were the straw that broke
the camel’s back. When the second omnibus bill,
C-45, was tabled in Parliament in October, four First
Nations women in Saskatchewan – Sheelah McLean,
Nina Wilsonfeld, Sylvia McAdam and Jess Gordon
– created a Facebook page they called “Idle No
More” and organized a series of town hall meetings
to explain the bills to surrounding communities. Idle
No More, the movement, was born.
So why so much fuss about a couple of parliamentary
bills?
Passed last June by the Harper majority government,
the first omnibus bill, C-38, removed environmental
protection laws that took thirty years to build. It
also streamlined the environmental review process,
facilitating the rapid approval of industrial megaprojects like the Enbridge Northern Gateway
Pipeline, the Alberta tar sands and Quebec’s Plan
Nord. It derogated from the federal government’s
responsibility – as recognized by international
law – to consult with indigenous communities and
accommodate their aboriginal and treaty rights
when considering any development project on their
territories.
C-38 is the bill that pulled the plug on the
Experimental Lakes Area, or ELA, in Northern
Ontario. Among many other scientific contributions,
this unique, world-renowned program has enabled
scientists to study how to bring threatened and dying
lakes back to life. Its findings have resurrected Lake
Erie and may hold the key to saving Lake Winnipeg,
one of the most threatened lakes in the world.
Fortunately, despite the ill intentions of the Harper
Government, it looks like a coalition of partners led
by the Ontario government will save the ELA itself
from extinction.
Further gutting environmental protections, omnibus
Bill C-45, which passed in December, has eviscerated
the 131-year old Navigable Waters Protection Act. Its
replacement, the “Navigation Protection Act” (NPA),
withdraws federal protection from nearly all of
Canada's myriad lakes, streams and rivers. Among the
many worries it raises: the NPA will open the way for
masses of fresh water to be consumed by “fracking”
for natural gas to fuel tar sands development. Like
the tar sands themselves, fracking is notoriously dirty
and dangerous to public health.
C-45 also paves the way for the unprecedented
privatization of reserve lands. The government claims
only chiefs and band councils can participate in this
process. But current Indian Act-style governments
lack the necessary checks and balances to ensure that
the lure of short-term financial gain for a handful of
powerful First Nations leaders doesn't undermine the
long-term solvency of the community as a whole. This
is not unlike the Harper government's own ability to
sell Canada piece by piece to the Americans, if the
price is right.
These omnibus bills not only violate First Nations
treaties, they undermine the Canadian democratic
process. All of us are affected by these legislative
changes. They have been challenged by all of the
opposition parties, which are supported by over 60
percent of Canadian voters. We all are treaty people,
responsible for upholding our end of the treaty
agreements. We all value and rely on Canada's land

and water. With its distinct cultural heritage, the Idle
No More movement is particularly well-suited to
speak for the water and land that are threatened by
this new legislation. We should all be standing with
Idle No More.
This movement isn't saying no to business and
economic development. What it is saying is that we
cannot pursue these things mindlessly, allowing a
handful to grow wealthy while the vast majority of
Canadians (indigenous and non-indigenous alike) are
forced to cope in an increasingly toxic and depleted
environment.
There is only one planet, and if we poison it, if
we destroy the water and land we need in order to
survive, we are destroying ourselves.
Indigenous people have been mistreated and
ignored by Canada for too long. Yet the Idle No More
movement demonstrates that they still wish to work
with all of us, side by side, to make sure this country
continues to prosper. To do this, we must face history
and accept that the things our governments did to
open up the lands and resources of Canada were
dishonourable to the original people who held them
in trust. We must be reconciled as peoples so we may
address these wrongs and remake our relationship
based on mutual respect and sharing of knowledge,
experience and energy. This is what it will take to
make our nation more democratic, prosperous and
sustainable for all its citizens.
An associate professor at the University of Winnipeg,
Jacqueline T. Romanow, Ph.D., specializes in
indigenous
people's
property rights in the
context of international
law and chairs the Masters
program in Indigenous
Governance. A Métis, she
has worked with indigenous
communities in Canada,
Colombia, Ecuador and
Nicaragua with a focus
on the effects of natural
resource development on
traditional
indigenous
territories.

Double “M” Ranch
Centre for
Counseling
& Energy Healing

Please call Monika
204-636-7787
Email:
doublemranch@rogers.com

Blog:
doublemranch.wordpress.com
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Ignorant No More
Learn more about Idle No More,
the movement and the issues
Hook up with Idle No More at its source:

•
•
•
•

idlenomore.ca
facebook.com/IdleNoMoreCommunity
twitter: @IdleNoMore4
idlenomore.tumblr.com

Chelsea Vowel is a unique voice for Aboriginal
outreach. Look for her many op-eds online and
visit her informative, engaging (and funny) blog at
apihtawikosisan.com (see especially “Aboriginal
Issue Primers”).
APTN. If something's happening in the world of
Idle No More, the Aboriginal Peoples Television
Network is sure to cover it. View their archive
here: aptn.ca/pages/news/tag/idle-no-more.
CBC. The mother ship has in-depth information
on Idle No More and its issues. See for example
“How does native funding work?” at cbc.ca/news/
canada/story/2013/01/29/f-aboriginal-finance-faq.
html.
Winnipeg Public Library. The Centennial
Library and other WPL branches house a wide
variety of Aboriginal resources and services
(books, videos, family activities) dedicated to
“celebrating and serving First Nations, Métis and
Inuit communities in Winnipeg.” The library’s
website also has a page full of links to online
Aboriginal resources on everything from statistics
to culture. Check it out starting here: wpl.winnipeg.
ca/library/aboriginalservices.asp.
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DANDELION continued from page 5

To make cocoa, powder the roasted roots in a
blender and then sift with a very fine sieve. Use this
powder in place of cocoa powder in your favourite
chocolate cake recipe or to make hot dandelion cocoa.
I have also used dandelion cocoa to make a unique
chocolate/mocha-flavoured pudding and added it to
icing and rumballs.
* * *
The best flavour for dandelion root beverages
comes from medium-sized roots harvested in
early spring or fall. Look for good-sized plants
growing in loose soil with little competition.
Gardens are great. Lawns, not so much. They
usually produce dandelions with small roots
and little flavour. Still, with regular dandelion
harvesting and loosening of the soil (I use a
garden fork), you can turn your lawn, or portion
thereof, into a dandelion garden that will produce
the perfect-sized roots.
Of course, there’s more to dandelion roots
than hot drinks. You can grind up the dried,
unroasted roots and add them to breads and
pancakes to boost the nutritional value and
experience a different flavour. But don’t get
carried away. When consumed in excess, any plant
can cause the very problems it’s otherwise capable
of treating. That’s how I found out the hard way that
raw dandelion roots are good for relieving gas. Next
time I use the raw flour in pancakes, I’ll add only 1
or 2 tablespoons per cup of wheat flour, not ½ a cup!

Leaves, Flowers, Fritters
According to the U.S. Department of Agriculture's
food composition data, dandelion leaves rank higher
than domestic garden spinach in both iron and betacarotene (the plant-based precursor to Vitamin A). In
fact, with the exception of parsley, dandelion greens
have the highest iron content of all domestic and wild
greens analyzed by the USDA. So go ahead and add
a bunch to a salad or a sandwich, or boil some up for
5 or 10 minutes to serve as a potherb.
My first experience eating dandelion greens was
horrible! Despite gathering them early in the spring
while the flower buds were still tight, as I'd been
advised to do, they were so bitter that after five bites
I ended up putting my salad right back where I found
it – outside. This bitter property actually makes the
greens a good aid for digestion. But if you're not one
for strong bitters, gather the leaves from dandelions
growing in the shade. These are quite pleasant, with
hardly any bitterness at all.
Every spring where I live, lawns that have turned
into a solid yellow carpet of dandelion flowers are a
common sight. The locals don't particularly mind,

probably because this sunny weed invasion signals
the beginning of morel season.
Dandelion flowers have long been used to make
wine – a group project, in my view, because it takes
a lot of flowers to make a decent amount of wine. It
doesn’t take so many to make great bite-sized fritters
when battered and deep-fried. Dandelion fritters are
a great way to introduce children to wild edibles.
After all, what kid doesn’t enjoy picking dandelions
and eating fried food?

Dandelion Fritters
½ cup whole wheat flour
1 tbsp ground flax
1 tbsp baking powder
pinch salt
½ cup milk/soy milk
2 tsp sugar/honey
1 tbsp vegetable oil
fresh dandelion flowers
Combine dry ingredients. Add wet ingredients and
mix just until batter is smooth. Dip dandelion flowers
in batter and deep fry in vegetable oil just above
medium heat. Remove fritters when they've turned a
light brown and place on paper towel to drain.
* * *
If you only have time to get acquainted with a few
wild edibles, I highly recommend that the dandelion
be one of them. Not only is it versatile and delicious,
but you can use it throughout the growing season for
both food and medicine. And you'll never have to
look far to find it!
Botanist and workshop leader Laura Reeves is the
founder of Prairie Shore Botanicals and author
of Laura's Guide to Useful Plants: From acorns to
zoom sticks. For a hands-on experience in wild
edible harvesting and preparation, check out her
workshop,“'You can eat that?!' Wild Edible Adventures”
(details at psbotanicals.com).

Workshops for Your Personal
Growth and Spiritual Development
Focus	
  
TAROT	
  -‐	
  Discover	
  Your	
  Shadow	
  
Aspects	
  Through	
  Tarot	
  (Intermediate	
  
level)	
  (4	
  wks)	
  
TAROT	
  -‐	
  Chakras,	
  Healing	
  and	
  
Wellness	
  and	
  the	
  Tarot	
  (Intermediate	
  
Level)	
  (4	
  wks	
  
TAROT	
  -‐	
  Tarot	
  Card	
  Reading	
  for	
  
Beginners	
  (6	
  wks)	
  
Gratitude	
  and	
  Being	
  Thankful	
  for	
  What	
  
You	
  Have	
  (1	
  wk)	
  
	
  
Dealing	
  with	
  Conflict	
  in	
  a	
  Spiritual	
  
Way	
  (4	
  wks)	
  
Manifestation	
  and	
  Self-‐responsibility	
  
(4	
  wks)	
  
The	
  Joy	
  of	
  Feeding	
  Your	
  Body,	
  Mind	
  
and	
  Soul	
  (8	
  wks)	
  
* 	
  Pre-registration is required

Date	
  2013	
  
Thurs.	
  June	
  6,	
  13,	
  20,	
  27	
  	
  
	
  

Time	
  
7-‐	
  9:00	
  pm	
  

Cost	
  
$120.00	
  

Wed.	
  	
  July	
  3,	
  10,	
  17,	
  24	
  

7-‐	
  9:00	
  pm	
  

$120.00	
  

Thurs.	
  July	
  18,	
  25	
  and	
  Aug	
  1,	
  
8,	
  15,	
  22	
  	
  
Sat.	
  July	
  20	
  	
  

7-‐	
  9:00	
  pm	
  

$125.00	
  

Wed.	
  Sept.	
  4,	
  11,	
  18,	
  25	
  	
  

7-‐	
  9:00	
  pm	
  

$80.00	
  
	
  

1:30	
  -‐	
  3:30	
  pm	
  

$85.00	
  

Sat.	
  Sept.	
  7,	
  14,	
  21,	
  28	
  

Thur.	
  Oct.	
  3,	
  10,	
  17,	
  24	
  and	
  
Nov.	
  7,	
  14,	
  21,	
  28	
  

Contact Health Insight today for
information or to register at

1:30	
  -‐	
  4:00	
  pm	
  
	
  

7-‐	
  9:00	
  pm	
  

$30.00	
  

$150.00	
  
	
  

* Location - To Be Determined

204-804-3324

susan@healthinsightinc.ca

EARTHTALK continued from page 5

because plants and their pollinators have coevolved.”
But, Xerces adds, many varieties of garden plants
can also attract pollinators. Plant lists customized
for different regions of the U.S. can be found on the
group’s website. [Editor’s note: We couldn’t find them
there, but closer to home, visit pollinationcanada.ca]
Any garden, whether a window box on a balcony
or a multi-acre backyard, can be made friendlier to
pollinators. Xerces recommends providing a range
of native flowering plants that bloom throughout the
growing season to provide food and nesting for bees,
butterflies and other pollinators. Xerces also says
that clustering flowering plants together in patches
is preferable to spacing individual plants apart.
“Creating foraging habitat not only helps the bees,
butterflies and flies that pollinate these plants, but
also results in beautiful, appealing landscapes.”
Along these lines, gardeners should plant a variety
of colours in a pollinator garden, as colour is one of
the plant kingdom’s chief clues that pollen or nectar is
available. Master gardener Marie Iannotti, an About.
com gardening guide, reports that blue, purple, violet,
white and yellow flowers are particularly attractive
to bees. She adds that different shapes also attract
different types of pollinators, and that getting as
much floral diversity of any kind going is a sure way
to maximize pollination.
Another way to attract pollinators is to provide nest
sites for bees – see how on the xerces.org website.
The group also suggests cutting out pesticides, as
these harsh chemicals reduce the available nectar
and pollen sources in gardens while poisoning the
very insects that make growing plants possible.
Those looking to go whole hog into pollinator
gardening might consider investing $30 in Xerces
Society’s recently published book, Attracting Native
Pollinators: Protecting North America’s Bees and
Butterflies, which provides a good deal of detailed
information about pollinators and the plants they
love.
Gardeners who have already encouraged pollinators
can join upwards of 1,000 others who have signed
onto Xerces’ Pollinator Protection Pledge. And the
icing on the cake is a “Pollinator Habitat” sign from
Xerces stuck firmly in the ground between two
flowering native plants so passersby can learn about
the importance of pollinators and making them feel
welcome.
EarthTalk is written and edited by Roddy Scheer
and Doug Moss and is a registered trademark of
E - The Environmental Magazine (www.emagazine.
com). Send questions to: earthtalk@emagazine.
com. Subscribe: www.emagazine.com/subscribe.
Free Trial Issue: www.emagazine.com/trial.

“Aromatic Earth Aromatherapy”

Products & Services:
“Chakra Blends” • “Therapy Blends”
“Diffuser Blends” • “Individual Essential Oils”
“Intuitive Card Readings”
“Aroma Wellness Treatments”
Call now to register for Fall Workshops:
“Explore your Chakras”
“Intuitive Healing with Essential Oils”
“Intro to Aromatherapy”

Sue Mazur AT CH 204-831-7271
www.aromaticearth.ca (coming soon!)
aromaticearth@hotmail.com
Wholesale Orders Welcome!
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From the Heart
		 By ALAN COHEN

A Tale of Two Fathers
M

y coaching client Gregg told me that he
was trying to figure out his identity as a
husband and father. “I grew up with two fathers,”
Gregg explained. “One was my biological father,
and the other the man my mother married after
she divorced my father for cheating on her.
“My first father was a real player, a highroller,” Gregg went on. “He loved to make
money and spend it. He was generous with
me and everyone. When I saw him after the
divorce, he always had a new car and a different
girlfriend. He seemed to be having fun, but I
never saw him have a real relationship.
“My second father was the exact opposite: He
was ultra-conservative, serious and stingy, but
stable. He was a solid guy, but didn’t seem to be
enjoying life.
“Now that I have my own wife and family,”
Gregg confessed, “I struggle between these two
images. I’m not sure which man I want to be
more like.”
I told Gregg, “You are very
blessed to have these two fathers to
learn from. You had a soul contract
to learn from both of them. Each
had traits you liked, and traits you
disliked. You don’t have to be like
one or the other. You can choose
your first father’s playfulness and
generosity without cheating on your wife, and
you can choose your second father’s stability
without being stingy.”
With that suggestion Gregg experienced a
huge “aha!” He discovered that he can “take
the best and leave the rest.”
My mentor Hilda Charlton taught, “Everyone
teaches you something. Some teach you what
to do, and others teach you what not to do.” It
is rare that we meet someone who models all
of what we want or all of what we don’t want.
We human beings are gloriously complex and
embody a wide spectrum of traits for better and
worse. It would be naïve and simplistic to want

to be all of what someone is or all of what they
are not. A mature person discerns traits within
a person, and appreciates what is valuable and
what is not.
During one class Hilda guided the students on
a unique exercise. “I want each of you to stand
and tell what ethnic group you have descended
from. Then say, ‘I choose to take the positive trait
of ________ from my heritage, and I choose
not to take the negative trait of ________ from
my heritage.’”
Because the class took place in New York,
students from many different cultures spoke.
Chinese, Jewish, Italian, Irish, AfricanAmerican, and many others identified the best
and worst traits of their culture, and took a stand
for what was helpful and what was not. That
class was a real eye-opener for me. Although it
took place many years ago, I remember it clearly
to this day.

relationship. In a recent magazine article, they
offered this quiz:
“It’s time to elect a new world leader, and
only your vote counts. Here are the facts about
the three leading candidates. Who would you
choose?
“Candidate A associates with crooked
politicians and has two mistresses. He also
chain smokes and drinks 8 to 10 martinis a
day. Candidate B was kicked out of office
twice, sleeps until noon, used opium in college,
and drinks a quart of whiskey every evening.
Candidate C is a vegetarian, doesn’t smoke,
drinks an occasional beer, and never cheated on
his wife. Which of these candidates would be
your choice?
“Candidate A is Franklin D. Roosevelt.
Candidate B is Winston Churchill. Candidate C
is Adolph Hitler.
“Obviously, some important details were left
out of the candidates’ resumes, but this
example shows how important it is to
look deeper before you judge.”
All good people do some bad things
and all bad people do some good
things. Each of us must learn from the
example that others show us, especially
from the fruits of their actions.
In a sense, we all have two fathers.
We have role models of people who inspire us
to follow their model, and others who inspire
us to head in the opposite direction. Let us be
grateful to them all, for they all serve.

“Everyone teaches you something. Some
teach you what to do, and others teach
you what not to do.” – Hilda Charlton
To identify any person or event as all good or
all bad is a form of nearsighted vision. (Stephen
Wright said, “A conclusion is where you got
tired of thinking.”) There is a little bit of good
in things that seem very bad, and there is a little
bit of bad in things that seem very good. Your
experience depends on what you choose to focus
on. The ancient yin-yang symbol depicts a little
white spot in the black sector and a little black
spot in the white sector. When we recognize
life as multidimensional we can use mature
discernment to make healthy decisions.
Dr. Barry Vissell and his wife Joyce Vissell
(sharedheart.org) are gifted teachers of

Alan Cohen is the author of many popular inspirational
books, including his latest, Enough Already: The
Power of Radical Contentment. Alan’s celebrated
Life Coach Training course begins September 1. For
more information about this program, Alan’s other
books, free daily inspirational quotes and his weekly
radio show, visit www.alancohen.com, email info@
alancohen.com, or phone (800) 568-3079 or (808)
572-0001.
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The Downside of Positive Thinking – Your Thoughts
We asked what you thought about our not-entirelypositive about positive thinking spread last time and
we received some very thoughtful responses (which
gives us a warm, positive feeling). Take a look.

The Buddha Would be Pleased

I

tried to read The Secret, but after a few chapters, I
found it very repetitive. One contributor was Jack
Canfield, who knows much about repetitive work: his
series of sometimes nauseating “chicken soup for the
soul” books is just that: re-hashed bon mots, and to
what avail? I have just ordered two
books by Barbara Ehrenreich and
look forward to them both, especially
Bright-sided: How the Relentless
Promotion of Positive Thinking has
undermined America. The title says
much about the downside of positive
thinking and how it has pervaded
our media, television, religion and
movies to the point where we no
longer think clearly about issues. The
glass is not half-full, nor half-empty,
it's just half a glass.
The onslaught of the positive
thinker groups can and does put us
into denial. Like the old adage about
right-wing and left-wing, we need
two wings to fly, to maintain our
balance. Batteries must have positive
and negative terminals to function.
Likewise we need to see both sides of
an issue to make us think, deliberate,
discuss and argue. Socrates et al.
must be laughing in their graves at
the Pollyannaish society in which we
live.
Thanks again for prodding our
sleeping mental capacity to a state of
awareness, of awakening. Buddha would be pleased
with your efforts and would make no secret of his joy.
Tom Ramsay
Selkirk, MB

Pseudo-spiritual Mumbo Jumbo

A

fter reading “The Down Side of Positive
Thinking” by Anna Olson, I was pleased to
see that I wasn’t the only “stick-in-the-mud” when
it comes to the power of positive thinking craze. I
read Byrne’s book The Secret as a result of all the
hype, but I sensed something ungrounded about her
philosophy. Her “secret” turned out to be a lot of
pseudo-spiritual mumbo jumbo.
I do believe it’s healthier to stay positive and that

the right attitude can make life easier, but to think,
as Byrne does, that you can attract a million dollars
or your perfect body weight by sheer will power is
magical thinking.
I was also impressed with Barbara Ehrenreich’s
insights on the downside of this positive thinking
craze. Her experience with breast cancer really hit
a chord with me. Having worked as a nurse, I’ve
watched patients put on a positive face for family and
friends, only to see them later crying in their rooms
alone and frightened.
Books like Byrne’s give people false hope. When
they follow her advice to the letter and their lives stay

the same, what then? Well, it’s their fault of course.
Oh yes, Byrne does point out a few cases in which
her concept has worked, but closer scrutiny would
probably reveal dumb luck. It’s more than likely that
the only people truly attracting abundance to their
lives are people like Byrne who write these books.
Monica Curry
Winnipeg

You Can Heal Your Life

I

do tend to agree with Anna Olson regarding The
Secret. When I saw the DVD, I did feel it was
promoting acquisition through the law of attraction.
It led me to an interest in the law of attraction, but it
was a year later that I discovered a wider application

when I discovered Louise Hay.
I had just received a cancer diagnosis, and the first
place I went to was my favourite store, Radiance. The
first book that jumped out at me was Heal Your Body.
I immediately looked up cancer and found the cause
listed as deep hurt, longstanding resentment, deep
secret or grief eating away at the self. It was an aha
moment for me as I connected to experiencing those
feelings. I was at a time in my life when I was worrying
about getting older, being alone and wondering what
the future held for me. At that moment, I realized
that I had a choice. I could accept possible death or
embrace a new vision of my future.
That was five years ago. I am now
officially cancer-free and have never
felt better. In that five year time frame,
beginning with the prescribed cancer
treatment, I read many of Louise
Hay’s books, but You Can Heal Your
Life impacted me the most. I chose a
positive approach, applying the power
of affirmations to my treatment, to my
life and to my future.
I believe that this was not simply
hope for the future but actually belief
in a positive future. Hope somehow
implies “maybe this will work.” Belief
in a positive outcome is accepting that
change is achievable, but not always
immediate.
We live in an immediate society. I
think The Secret fed into that immediacy
of having whatever we want as soon as
we focus on it.
Louise Hay’s writing led me to focus
on myself and my thinking patterns,
which allowed me to simply move
forward, forgiving and releasing the
past, filling my world with joy and
gratitude while loving and approving of
myself. My focus was not on material
things but on creating a new way of thinking that
made me feel good.
Ultimately, I was so impressed with the way the
Heal Your Life philosophy impacted me, I wanted to
share this vision. This led me to training as a Heal
Your Life workshop leader and coach, an experience
that was healing in itself as I met and connected with
many others who had similar experiences to mine.
This is a group that I am still connected with.
I think it is important to realize that the power
of positive thinking is a very personal experience
and not just another bandwagon to jump on. Each
person who is a seeker of knowledge, enlightenment,
wellness and happiness must choose his or her own
path.
Jane Kimak
Winnipeg
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Lisa M. Sobry ~ Summer Tour 2013
Medium
Angel Card Reader
Usui Reiki Master
Lightarian Reiki Master
Crystal Healer
Clairvoyant
Author
Motivational Speaker
Heal your mind, body and spirit with the gifts bestowed upon you,
teach others your gifts, and seek enlightenment in all endeavours.

Regina, Sask.

July 18 & 19 ~ Certified Medium
July 23 ~ Connecting With Angels
July 24 ~ Certified Angel Card Reader

Saskatoon, Sask.

July 20 ~ Meeting Your Dream Guides
Finding Your Life Purpose
July 21 ~ Connecting With Angels
July 22 ~ Certified Angel Card Reader

Virden, MB

July 25 & 26 ~ Private Readings

Winnipeg, MB

July 27 & 28 ~ Certified Medium
July 29 ~ Connecting With Angels
July 30 ~ Certified Angel Card Reader
July 31 ~ Past Life Regression
August 1 ~ Karma Releasing
August 2 ~ Meeting Your Spirit Guides
Meeting Your Dream Guides
August 3 ~ Connecting With Angels
August 4 ~ Certified Angel Card Reader
Private Readings Available throughout tour

For more information on a workshop visit www.voicesfromspiritreadings.com
To register for workshops or readings please contact Seann at voicesfromspirit@dreamtheanswer.com or phone 204-414-3665
Sponsored by:

Sedona Retreats 2014 ~ check out our website for info on Retreats offered in Sedona, AZ., 2014
Come join Lisa in experiencing the energy vortexes and Spirit in the Red Rock Verde Valley.

& services

products

ACCESS CONSCIOUSNESS™
HYPNOSIS/HYPNOTHERAPY
BARS Classes/Sessions............................Call Annette at 204-782-2689 or accessannette@gmail.com JUNE SLOBODIAN, Hypnotherapy, NLP, Timeline™.............................................................204-237-4511
Manitoba Hypotherapists’ Association 204-2781-1233........................... www.manitobahypnosis.com
ANGELIC HEALING
Integrated Energy Services and Reconnective Healing. Heal yourself, others and the planet....... 204-467-2422 Marianne Gillis hypnotherapist/spiritual regressionist Lightarian ...............youaregettingsleepy.com
Monique L. Dorge...............................................................................hunakane@shaw.ca....204-254-8563
ASTROLOGY
Morgan
Willacy-Hypnotherapist.................................................. www.hypnosishealingwinnipeg.com
MB Astrology Ass’n meets last Sat. of month, Place Louis Riel.....Call Dorothy Tytgat 204-489-7063
LUXURY HEALING RETREATS, TREATMENTS & TRAINING
BELLYDANCE
Au Set Bellydance: Classes, workshops and boutique.............................www.auset.ca 204-775-0397 All inclusive. Pain Stress Sick Lost? WE can help. www.bbcanada.com/7283.html....... 204-353-2385
MASSAGE THERAPY
BRAIN OPTIMIZATION TECHNOLOGY
Services La Loba Services - MMFT counsellor; Brainwave Optimization technologists..204-612-1579 Koi Massage Therapy & Wellness Centre on Corydon................................................... 204-952-7440
Manual Lymph Drainage, foot reflexology and massage...................Gerry Agostini 204-284-5359
CHIROPRACTORS
Feasey Chiropractic and Wellness Center, 7-208 Marion St. (Network Spinal Analysis).204-237-0210 Remedial Massage with Amanda Banman, RMT............................................................ 204-996-7378
Lotus Chiropractic, Dr. Natalie Leonard, 73 Goulet St., Network Spinal Analysis............204-237-6726 Sheri Carmichael LMT, Hot Stone, Deep Tissue, Relaxation.........................................204-295-4072
PHOTOGRAPHY
COUNSELLORS
JUNE SLOBODIAN, MSW, RSW, Individual, Couples, Family, Children.............................204-237-4511 RAVEN Photography Products (MB nature & wildlife)......................... ravenphotos@mymts.net ... 204-389-4803
Doreen Penneys Counselling BA. MSW. RSW. www.counsellingwinnipeg.com............ 204-226-3799 PSYCHOSOMATIC THERAPY
Cynthia M. Jones,Lifestyle Consultant,Therapist/Teacher- weallcomehome.com... .204-391-2078
CRYSTALS
Radiance Gifts & Treasures, 875 Corydon Ave..................... www.radiancegifts.com or 204-284-4231 Monique L. Dorge, Teacher, Body-Mind Analysis ................. hunakane@shaw.ca ... 204-254-8563
Monique L. Dorge, Lifestyle Consultant, Face Readings parties..hunakane@shaw.ca ... 204-254-8563
ENNEAGRAM
Inscapes Enneagram Studies.....................................................www.inscapescanada.ca 204-229-7755 SOAP PRODUCTS
Virginia’s Soap-Deli, www.virginasoap.com...........................................................................204-414-9274
HAWAIIAN HUNA KANE MASSAGE
Monique L. Dorge...............................................................................hunakane@shaw.ca....204-254-8563 SPIRITUAL READINGS
TaraBrower.com, Reflexology, Reiki, Bioenergy...a unique healing experience.............. 204-795-8844
HEALTH CENTRES
Double “M” Ranch-Ctr for Counselling & Energy Healing.doublemranch.wordpress.com 204-636-7787 SPIRITUAL CENTRES
Vitality Wellness Center...................................................... www.vitalitywellness.ca......204-831-8842 KeepersOfTheSanctuary.com - Crystal bowl healings. Solstice and Equinox events....204-231-3499

Discover The Aquarian Newspaper at over 100 locations
around Winnipeg and Manitoba. All locations listed and mapped online at:

www.aquarianonline.com/locations
Thank you to all our advertisers and outlets who support The Aquarian.

